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Title of the solution:

Challenge addressed:

Team name:

Challenge category:

Solution description Target group

Innovativeness  

Describe it in a tweet

Transferability

Context

Impact

Sustainability  

Team work  

Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 
characters

What makes your solution different and original?
Can anything similar be found on themarket? How innovative is it?

Can your solution be used in other contexts?
What parts of it can be applied to other context?

What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how 
do you see it in the mid- and long term?

Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what 
are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed 
successfully. How well did you work as a team? 
Could you continue to work as a team in the future?

Who is the target group for your solution?
Who will this solution affect and how? 
How will they benefit?

What is the impact of your solution? How do you measure 
it?

Please describe your solution, its main elements and objectives as 
well as a brief implementation plan with some key overall 
milestones, resources required and eventual barriers foreseen. What 
is your final product/service/tool/activity? How could the solution be 
used to enhance digital education in the your challenge area? How 
could the successof the solution be measured? How will the solution 
provide benefits to the challenge owner?

What is the problem you are facing?
What is the challenge that you are solving?


	fill_3: Our solution consists of a virtual reality video game inside a high school, where you can learn simple mathematical operations, biology, geology or even physics.
Classes and objects are modeled in Autodesk® 3ds Max, later in Unity we imported this models and gave them physics, interactions and activities (programmed in C#).

The success of this project could be measured in the increase of interest for education, responsible use of technology in education, opportunities for kids facing obstacles to access school.

We hope other educational institutions from our surroundings (Europe, America or the world) take us as an example and reproduce their own education center in VR.

TRAILER: https://youtu.be/QQdPneQwuYU
	fill_4: Children, the future of society. Their education is obsolete in a world with internet, AI, games... Artificial Reality offers a place and a series of activities made to engage kids and help them understand certain concepts through experimentation and immersiveness.

Isolation. Many of them, because of geographical distance, disabilities, resources - get isolated from schools and the education system. In a virtual world, they could attend anywhere.

As a bonus, in the near future, we envision a connection between headsets and with it, virtual classes where children all around the world can learn together. Through the diversification of cultures, they could learn new ways of solving problems of their daily life.
	Context What is the problem you are facing What is the challenge that you are solving: STEM careers are not easy to digest, many kids all around the world do not seem to find interest in them due, mainly, to the method they use to teach them. Schools are limited physically and economically, at the cost of educational quality. Additionally, due to geological and economic situations, kids can get isolated from school, sacrificing their education.
	Impact What is the impact of your solution How do you measure it: This could impact greatly the future generations, who will have a high quality education. We could reduce school drop-outs and increase the percentage of people who select STEM careers.

This is not just a game, it is a new way of teaching, of interacting with concepts and, ultimately, of learning. 

We could add to globalization, interconnecting classrooms from all around the world. Breaking physical and political borders. And with new ways to interact with others.
	Describe it in a tweet Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 characters: A Virtual Reality Game made to engage kids into education in STEM careers: Interacting with worlds out of the economic and physical bounds of schools.
	fill_2: Virtual Reality offers the immersiveness, interaction and adaptability that other solutions to this problem do not (like regular games). And, even though there are many virtual games focused in education and in virtual classes, there is no such thing as a mix of both.
	Transferability Can your solution be used in other contexts What parts of it can be applied to other context: This software can be applied in every subject of education (travelling to other time periods or creating 3D art) not only in the STEM ones. And it could also be used in the future to interact with other adults from around the world, not only kids.
	Sustainability What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how do you see it in the mid and long term: In less than 5 years we envision an XR education, where virtual and regular education mix, to give kids the best opportunities. And in a decade, we imagine a virtual school where children all around the world can interact and learn regardless of the confines of the real world.
	Team work Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed successfully How well did you work as a team Could you continue to work as a team in the future: This project was developed by three seventeen-year-olds with a passion for computer science and gaming:
-Marcos: loves engineering and programming.
-Diego: with experience coding and 3d modeling abilities.
-Pablo: visual component and experienced in AI (which could be introduced in the future to this project). 
	Texto1: Artificial Reality
	Texto2: DGHack4STEM- Digital Games Hackathon for STEM Careers
	Texto3: Amp Empire
	Texto4: Learning Spaces and Pedagogies


